
ZB Meetings Commence in “Crypto Country”
Estonia
AMERICA, December 11, 2019
/EINPresswire.com/ -- ZB leadership
continues to invest in the best regions
offering pro-digital economy policy.
The European nation of Estonia has
long stood out as one of the most
supportive economies in the world.
This week, members of ZB are visiting
the capital city of Tillan for formal
discussions. 

Estonia is the first nation to have
established a process for “virtual
residency” via their successful e-
residency program. This is a very
forward thinking initiative and seems
to be model more nation’s will adopt in the future. Instead of relying on geographic location
alone to define citizenship, e-residents of Estonia have the opportunity to run global
businesses.

ZB’s visit to beatuiful Tillan will last through the weekend. Visit https://e-resident.gov.ee/ to learn
more about Estonia’s e-residency program.

Tillan is an incredible city of beauty and history blended with some of the most modern
government programs.

About ZB.com
ZB.com is the flagship exchange of ZB Group and one of the world's longest running and most
trusted digital asset trading platforms. Established in 2013, ZB customers have enjoyed over six
years of secure trading. The exchange proudly applies the industry’s strictest listing standards to
deliver a highly curated user experience. Less than 100 projects have ever listed ZB.com. This is
balanced with efforts to be first listing the absolute most innovative projects. For example, ZB
was the first in Asia to list ETH and EOS, and strives to continue this tradition of excellence. All
the tools a sophisticated trader expects including margin trading, OTC, crypto loans and more
are available on the platform. ZB.com is your home for asset security, deep liquidity, and
opportunity. 

Visit www.ZB.com to get started.
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